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Huawei Mate X vs Samsung Galaxy Fold Mobile Comparison - Compare Huawei Mate X vs Samsung Galaxy Fold Price in India, Camera, Size and other .... The Samsung Galaxy Fold and the Huawei Mate X at first glance already look different. Huawei has the sleeker looking device while Samsung claims to have .... Comparing Huawei Mate X vs Samsung Galaxy Fold on Smartprix, enables you to check their respective specs scores and unique features. It would potentially .... We compared the two folding smartphones at Mobile World Congress 2019 based on everything we've seen and been told so far.. The Huawei Mate X is 11 mm when folded. Samsung's design necessitates a notch on the main 7.3-inch display for a dual-lens front-facing camera, then there is a triple-lens camera on the back, and another single-lens camera on the front with the 4.6-inch cover display. The Samsung Galaxy Fold is 17 mm when folded.. Samsung and Huawei square off. See which foldable phone has the best screen, worst crease and best camera system.. Huawei Mate X at MWC 2019. ... Where the Samsung Galaxy Fold gives you a compromised smartphone experience — 4.6-inch screen with .... All things being equal, can Huawei's Mate X match up to Samsung's Fold?. Qualcomm Quick Charge 2.0, Samsung Adaptive Fast Charging, Qi and Powermat wireless charging. Reverse wireless charging. Huawei SuperCharge .... Samsung hasn't set a new launch date for the Fold, as it's still investigating what caused problems with the device's screen. Meanwhile, the Mate .... Samsung will also release two Galaxy Fold phones: one for 4G LTE networks and one made specifically for 5G. As the name suggests, this phone has two displays .... Samsung Galaxy Fold specs compared to Huawei Mate X. Detailed up-do-date specifications shown side by side.. Samsung's Galaxy Fold earned a mixed reception, to say the least, and Huawei's Mate X didn't ultimately release outside of China. But Huawei .... It was unclear whether foldables would be a significant part of the conversation at IFA this year... until both Samsung and Huawei came in .... Compare Huawei Mate X vs Samsung Galaxy Fold Price in India, Camera, RAM, Storage, Battery, Reviews, Ratings, Features & Decide Which One is Best to .... How do the first two foldable smartphones stack up to one another? We compare the Samsung Galaxy Fold and Huawei Mate X.. The Galaxy Fold has a total of six cameras, and the Huawei Mate X has only three. The Mate X has an impressive 8GB of RAM, but the Galaxy Fold has even more at 12GB. ... You get wireless charging on the Galaxy Fold, but only the Mate X comes with Huawei SuperCharge that can deliver up to an 85% charge in just 30 minutes.. phone manufacturers have introduced their recent devices on the market which happen to be the Samsung Galaxy Fold and Huawei Mate X.. The folding capabilities of both the Mate X and the Galaxy Fold leverage hinge mechanisms sealed away in the center of the device. Samsung's .... The future arrives, but which foldable phone should you buy? The Huawei Mate X or Samsung Galaxy Fold? 87b4100051
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